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Building shut down for asbestos test
• 150 classes cancelled
Monday and Tuesday
•
by Eric Dentel
MAt-lAGING EDITOR

•

•
••

•

•

An asbestos scare shut down the Health and .
Physics building for Monday and ha 1f ofTuesday,
forcing the cancellation of more than 150 classes.
The asbestos, which was released when workers laying carpet cut into an asbestos-filled door,
had been contained in a sealed-off area on the
fourth floor .
Then someone turned on the air conc:Utionjng
system Monday morning.
It ran from 7:47 a.m. to 9:13 a.m. University
officials evacuated the billldjng around 11 :30
a.m., after meeting to determine what danger the
unexpected ventilation had caused - whether
there was an intake vent in the sealed-off area,
how long it takes the air to circulate in the
building and similar considerations.
Four of the five air-quality tests taken in the
main part of the building Monday afternoon
showed no asbestos at all, and the other test
showed only trace amounts, according to university spokesman Dean McFall.
"We got a clean bill of health from the testing
lab," McFall said.
Classes in the bill1ding were cancelled unti1

•

see ASBESTOS page 7

J«ge AlvareziCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE:

Channel 9 reporter Anita Smith interviews Robinette Headrick about the asbestos problem in the Health and
Physics Building Monday. Classes resumed in the building at noon Tuesday.

Miscalculation causes "
cuts in UCF Pell Grants
•

by Tom Kopacz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

. Appi:oximately 1 :000 students' Pell
Grants will be cut this spring because of an
error in the calculation of the awards.
"The individual who developed the Pe11
budget put the athletic fee in with the regular(tuition) fee," said Mary McKinney, director of the Financial Aid Office. This resulted
in an overpayment to some students, she
said.
McKinney said students with award in-

'•

•

Budget may mean fewer grants
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•
Michael LaughlintCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURt:

CLEAN SWEEP

•

dexes under 500 received cuts ranging from
$20 to $60 per semester. Students with an
award index of zero are in the highest need
category and usually receive the highest
awards. Students with award indexes of 500
or more are not affected by the cuts because
they receive the minimum award available,
she added.
McKinney said approximately 3,000 students received Pell Grants during the 198990 academic year. The number of students
receiving grants this year has not been determined.

Alberta Gould, who works for-housing and residence life,
sweeps the outside of Volusia Hall on M'onday.

the U.S. DepartmentofEducation for the Oct. 1, 1989,
through Sept. 30, 1990 fiscal
year - $10.6 billion was for

Nearly 200,000 students
could lose grants and another 1 million could get
reduced grants during the
1990-91 academic year "In part, this was an
under the new federal col- almost inevitable
lege budget sigried into law outcome of the
by President George Bush.
Others predicted obscure president's stance on
rule changes in the new no new taxes."
budget also would provoke
-Becky Timmons
more ·banks to drop out of
American Council on
the Stafford Loan program.
Education
On paper, the budget in. creased minimally when
Bush signed it Nov. 21.
postsecondary education, a 2.2
Of the $24 billion set aside percent increase over last
for education in the law year's budget.
which provides money for
But the small increase in

funds for the department,
which administers to most
federal school programs,.
was more than wiped out by
the inflation rate of 4.5 percent.
"The .overall numbers on
the budget are not very informative," said a House
Appropriations Committee
aide who asked not to be
n~med. "Although there are
increases in the budget,
there are more students
applying for financial aid. n
Almost as soon as the bill
became law, moreover,
automatic cuts triggered by
the Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduction law lopped ansee GRANTS page 6
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For more information contact
Diana Stanizewski or Christine Toutikian
at Student Government. 275-2191
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THE TWENTY-SECOND STUDENT SENATE REPORT
January 8, 1990

9th and 10th Session
Session 9 -- November 28
BILLS

22-08 Revising the Election Statutes: This bill updates the policies and
regulations regarding the senatorial and presidential elections.
Introduced by Sen. Vining. Passed by a vote of 29-YES, 1-NO, 1ABSTAIN.
22-09 Funding for Theater Productions: This bill allocates $2500 in order
to provide students with free admission to university theatre
productions. Introduced by Sen. Eberle. Passed by a vote of 24YES, 2-NO, l-ABSTAIN.
22-10 Funding for Basketball Tickets to the Red Lobster Clas ic: This bill
$1500 to purchase 250 tickets to UCFs December 9 game at the
arena. These tickets will be free and available Lo any student at
UCF. Introduced by Sen. Mann. Passed by Acclamation.
RESOLUTIONS
None.
CONFIRMATIONS
11-21-89 Jason Lazarus, A&S Seat#l. Confirmed by a vote of 32-YES,
1-NO.

Session 10 -- December 5
BILLS
22-12 Funding for WUCF AM Radio Station: This bill allocates $800 to get
student-oriented radio station off the ground. This radio station will
be run by the students and will be broadcasted in the cafeteria from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. once it is started. Introduced by Sen.Meaux. Passed by
Acclamation.

22-13 Revising Section 605.1.D.1: This bill updates SG Statutes to classify
libel and slander during student elections as "major" violations.
Under this provision, any candidate found guilty oflibel or slander
will be levied a fine of $20-$40 and/or disqualified from the election.
Introduced by Sen. Mann and Sen. Rizek. Passed by a vote of 26YES, 4-NO, 2-ABTAIN, 1 -PRESENT.
RESOLUTIONS
None. ·
CONF!RMATIONS
12-5-89 Jamie Keyser, Justice. Confinned by a vote of33-YES,l-NO.
Cherri Beller, Elections Commissioner. Confirme~ by a vote of
32-YES, 2-NO.
Diana Staneszewski, Chief Elections Commissioner. Confirmed by
35-YES.

MEA URES UNDER CON IDERA TION
BILLS

22-11 Funding for SG Phone Sign : This bill allocates
$600 to provide igns for the 30 student govemmenl phones. The new sign will ask students to
limit their time use to five minutes for the coune y
of others wishing to use the phones. Introduced by
Sen. Carls and Justin. This bill remains in OAF.
22-15 Rcvi ing Section 802.7.C: This bill changes
SG statutes to JimiL the amount of money the C&O
committee can allocate for office supplies and act·
vcrtising to $150. lntoduced by C&O. Remains in
OAF.
22-16 Establishing Spring Meeting Time: This bill
changes the Senate meeting time to Thursdays at 4.
Introduced by Pro Tern Thieler. Assigned to UR.
22-17 Funding Gas Grill II: This bill allocates
$34.61 to cover an over-expenditure in the pur
chase of a grill as per Bill 21-76. Introduced by Pro
Tern Thieler. Assigned to OAF.
STUDENTS -- You are invited to attend all senate,as well
as committee meetings!
The Senate meets every Tuesday at 4:00 pm in the Universil)' Dining Room.
Committees meet m SC 154 m the Student Government offices at the times indicated to the left.
If you have any questions or ideas. you're welcome to
bring them with you!
Any questions? Contact Lisa ThielerorChris Toutikian
at x 2191.

ART &SCIENCES
Jason Lazarus
Coy Pitts
Brenda Csencitz
Lisa Vega
Jasmin Johnson
MarkDogoli
David Carls
David Mann
Scott Bowen
JohnGrbac
Melissa Williamson
EDUCATION
Scott Rausch
Michelle Martin
Mary LaRue Bailey
Diane Scanlon
OPEN SEAT
Chela Olivardia
Stephen B yw acer
Patrick Kni el

.4

BUSINESS ,--- "'""*-'
t- ""'
Dianne Go1gel
Tina Fuscaldo
Monica Vondruska
Chris Vining
Ronald Meaux
Adam.Smith
Lisa Thieler
Joe Justin
Chris Edwards
Kelly Hill
Stacey Jackson
OPEN SEAT

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
OPEN SEAT
Darryl Fales
Marcie Meszaros
Daniel Lucero
Tom Ross
JonPohlers
HEALTH, SCI,PROF ST. Jeff Eberle
Lynora Curtis
LIBERALSTUDIE~
OPEN SEAT
Andy Worrall
Jimmy Rizek
Tish Millman

MAIN AT-LARGE
Paul Alphonse

S.ORLANDO
OPEN SEAT

DAYTONA
Paul Wheeler

BREVARD
Mark Mason

t1r\olJ ....

f11t11L •

•
•

•

..
•

•

OPEN SEATSAVAILABLE! STOPBYSC154
AND FILL OUT AN APPLICATION!

SENA TE COMMITTEES review and amend all legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full
Senate.
Organizations, Appropriations, and Finance: This committee reviews all A&SFbudgetary matters,
OAF
Mondays at 5:00 pm
the finance code, and any legislation requesting funding.
C&O
Clubs and Organizations: This committee screens all clubs requesting funds for office supplies/
Thursdays at 5:00 pm
advertising I conference registration.
Legislative, Judicial, and Rules: This committee reviews legislation to change to Constitution,
LJR
Wednesdays at 4:00 pm
Statutes,or Rules and Procedures.
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-ftmding legislation which deals with
SPR
Student Government Services, as well as issues which relate to the students of UCF.
Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
E&A
Elections and Appointments: This conunittee reviews all Student Government appointments and
\-Vednesdays at 8:30 pm
makes recommendations for changes Lo the ElccL1on Statutes.

•

•
•

'
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Soviet journalist tells
of changes in U.S~$.R.

•

by Patrick Stewart
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

•

Perestroika came to UCF
Monday in the form of Soviet
telejournalist Dr. Boris Nodkin . Referred to as the Walter
Cronkite of Soviet news, Dr.
Nodkin talked with professors
and students for two hours in
the Presidents Dining Room.
Issues ranged from changes
within the Soviet media to the
chan
affecting the whole of
the Soviet Union.
Dr. Nodkin has seen his
profession change greatly
since Mikhael Gorbachev
came to power. In addition to
experiencing the changes firsthand, he has ti}~ ability, as a

3

professor of history, to see the
changes in a historical perspective. And in a country
where up until now "all information served propagandist
purposes," it can be earth
shaking.
Among the most important
changes in the media that
N odkin has seen up close has
been the closing of the bureau
of censorship. While this has
had a revolutionary effect on
the news presented, N odkin
agreed with the assertion that
Soviet statistics, from which
truth is generally deducted,
are distorted. This is mainly
because statisticians, until
see NODKIN page 7

•
•

Activities board gets
dance program going
Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

by Eric Dentel
MANAGING EDITOR

a.m. Jan. 17 in the student
center auditorium. CAB, formerly PAC, is bringing nationally known dance band Innovation to perform.
All of the Club CAB programs will be free to UCF studen ts with their ID. Non-students will be charged $2.
After the Jan. 17 concert,
Club CAB will be held in the
student activities center and
will feature a DJ playing a mix

•

The Campus Activities
Board, or CAB, is bringing
back the Wednesday night
dance program.
"It was a big thing for quite
a wh ile, and we're trying to get
it going again ," CAB Dance
Committee Ch airman Jeff
Meadows said.
The first event of the new
program, called Club CAB,
will take place from 9 p.m. to 1

•
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•
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\jl;\:~\~\:,·: >;~;'fue:: Dec..5 _rssue ot·rne Central Florida Future, lhe
;:;·; :;:[_gtti¢l~·:·i~~ci ~Flve colleg~s at UCF to graduate record 1,452
:}'.' iotfalfsemester/ theloss of fou r programs went to th~
;;t/¢011~~ 6fJiealtn. :~m1 Professionaf Studies, not to the
.Q&lleg~ _o f Busine:ss.:

·:,./fo ttle Dec. 7 issue Of The Central Florida Future, a
cBr~m-n by.R.L:·smitti.was·incorrectly credtted.
=·· .~.. '. 1he Future regrets these erors. . :·~ :-_ . :
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•GRADUATION INTENT

The deadline for filing an
"Intent to Graduate" form for
Spring 1990 at the registrar's
office is Jan. 12, 1990.
• PIANO CONCERT

•

•

see CAB page 4

American concert pianist
Roman Rudnytsky will perform Jan.14 in the UCF Guest
Artist Series.
His 3 p.m. program at
UCF's music rehearsal hall
- will include Chopin's Ballade
No. 2, Beethoven's Sonata,
Opus 110 and many others.
Rudnytsky has appeared in
more than 45 countries and
has been soloist with many
. orchestras and has made record albums in the USA, Poland
and Australia.
There will be a $3 donation
at the door to assist the Music
Scholarship Fund in the UCF
Foundation, Inc.
•EDUCATION LECTURE

Dr. Reginald Wilson of the
American Council on Education will speak about the importance of cultural diversity
iil the work place on Jan. 29 at
UCF.

; ., :.

.

The occasion will mark the
formal announcement of a
comprehensive UCF plan
which spells out the initiatives
necessary to effect diversity in
cultural activities, employment and enrollment at the
university.
Wilson's 2 p.m. public address, in the Center for Engineering and Business Administration, wi11 focus on meeting
the needs of America in the
year 2000 through cultural
diversity in education.
• MCKNIGHT AWARD

The UCF McKnight Center
of Excellence is currently excepting applications for induction into the McKnight Achievers Society.
The McKnight Achievers
Society identifies and provides
motivation to a significant pool
of outstanding African-American achievers, who, in tum,
provide inspiration for ·other
students.
, The application deadline is
Jan. 12 for the ceremony
scheduled for Feb. 10. Applications are available through the
UCF McKnight Center of Ex-

BARGAIN BOOKS
John Hughes, a senior majoring in finance , right, chooses a textbook at the Alpha Phi Omega
booksale. Doug O'Brien, left, is vice president in charge of service for the co-ed fraternity.

Campus sports new signs
by Jam ie Carte
STAFF REPORTER

During winter break, 156 gold and black
signs were installed around campus to help find
buildings and parking lots .
Most of the new signs give directions to
buildings, roads and pedestrian walkways.
Some signs are bulletin boards and some label
buildings.
•
The cost for the sign project is over $1,000 per
sign and a net cost of $175,000.
The contract for the signs was awarded to
AST Incorporated at the beginning of the fall
semester and the majority of the signs were
installed last month .
Peter Newman, assistant director of facili ties planning, said the sign package was implemented soon after it was approved.
According to Jack Price, project manager,
the sign installation was on a tight schedule

cell ence, 101 P a rramore
Avenue, Orlando, Fl 32801.
• NEW BALL·GAME

Softball· and baseball players who are looking for a new
kind of challenging game are
in luck.
UCF will host an overhand
fastpitch softball (OFS) game
at the campus intramural
complex Jan . 20, as a means to
generate interest in a 5-week
league slated to begin play
Jan. 29.
The OFS tournament is limited to 12 teams. The cost is
$25 per team, and each team is
guaranteed a minimum of
three 3-inning games under
the round robin elimination
format.
For details on the OFS
mini-tournament, and league
play, call Knutson at 2752408.
•STUDENT OF YEAR

Florida Leader magazine
will award more than $25,000
in scholarships and prizes to
winners of the 1990 "Florida
College Student of the Year"
contest, which honors stu-

because it had to be completed by the end of the
year.
Price said, "During the sign installation, [the
sign installation crew] custom positioned each
sign to make sure they did not cause a safety
hazard."
Price said some signs currently have spelling
errors, wrong arrow directions and reversed
information. The mistakes happened during
the graphics manufacturing of the signs by ASI
Incorporated in Tampa.
According to Price, it should take a couple of
weeks to make all sjgn corrections.
The funds for an additional 131 signs are still
waiting to be approved. These signs will indicate parking lots and special events. Price said
the additional signs should be finished and
installed by the end of this semester.
Newman said the exact cost of the additional
signs cannot be determined until the contract
has been bid on and given to a company.

dents who earn except ional
grades, serve the community
and work to support themselves through school. Seven
finalists and 13 honorable
mention winners will divide
the cash and prizes. The application deadline is Feb. 1.
For additional information
and eligibility requirements,
please send a self-address,
stamped envelope to "Florida
College Student of the Year"
contest, do Florida Leader
magazine, Post Office Box
14081, Gainesville, FL 326082801.
• LEARN THE LIBRARY

The UCF library will be offering a one-hour class to familiarize new and transfer
students with the library resources and operations. This
optional class will be repeated
seven times between Jan. 16
and Jan. 25 to allow for convenient scheduling by students in the morning, afternoon and evening.
Interested students should
go to the reference desk on the
second floor of the library for
more information and to sign

up for the library resources
and operations class.
• DISCOUNTED BOOKS

A book sale will be held in
the library lobby Jan. 25 from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Books will be
sold for twenty-five cents and
up.
• KING TRIBUTE
In celebration of Martin Lu-

ther King Jr.'s birthday on
Jan. 15, the African American
Student Union has planned
several even ts.
On Jan. 3, as a tribute to
MLK, there will be a kick-off
celebration at 9 p.m. in the.
education building's multi
purpose room .
On Jan. 4, there will be a
church service at 11 p.m. in the
Grant Chapel of Oviedo.
A memorial march in King'y
honor will be held at 12 p.m.
on Jan. 16. The march will
start at the education building
and finish at the student center auditorium where a tribute
to the civil rights leader will be
held. The program will include
a video presentation and
speakers.
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University residents
offended by sexist shirts for sale
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Students at Indiana
University's Teter Quad Hall
have filed a formal complaint
against classmates who
printed up and tried to sell tshirts that the complainants
blasted as sexist.
The shirt portrays a man
with a knife standing next to
two women chained to a wall.
The back of the shirt lists the
10 reasons to explore "The
Dungeon," the nickname of
the hall's first floor. One reason was that "Every mouthful
is a memory."
In response, the Residence
Hall Association's (RHA)
Presidents Council filed a
complaint against the students with the RHA's Judicial

Board. The board could ban
floor activities and cut RHA
funds to the floor.
"This isn 1t being done to
discipline them," said Teter
Quad President Paul Bromann. "We're just taking steps
to let them know this shirt is
not acceptable."
A similar shirt emblazoned
with "Ten Reasons Beer Is
Better Than Women At Tufts"
was marketed at Tufts University in Massachusetts last
spring. Complaints that it
demeaned women led Tufts to
issue a complex set of rules
that permitted students to
wear and say whatever they
wanted only in "private" areas
of campus, but that make it
illegal for them to wear such
shirts in "public" areas like
classrooms.

NEW from Hewlett-Packard

Tufts President Jean
Mayer scuttled the rules in
September, suggesting they
may have violated students'
constitutional rights to free
speech.
Indiana's Bromann readily
agreed students could wear or
print whatever they wanted.
"Personally, I take offense
to the shirt," he said. "But
[Dungeon residents] have
every right and freedom to
make any shirts that they
want. What I'm against is
putting Teter's name on the
shirts."
He said peer pressure and
simple market mechanisms
seem to be solving the problem.
"[The students] don't seem
to be wearing them as much,"
Bromann said.

The HP-148 Business Calculator

The HP-42.S RPN Scientific Calculator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with t~s
easy-to-use calculator.

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matr·
and vector math!

Come in and try one today.
lfh;ti

m

a:J:...

HEWLETT
PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Computer

2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081
Call 1xr- noon ror ocxt d&yckl iYCrY ID yaudoorvia UPS.

CAB
FROM PAGE 3

of progressive, dance, pop and
soft rock music. Meadows said
CAB has dances set up only
through Feb. 14, but will continue them if enough students
attend.
"Ifwe geta lot of support for
the program, we plan to continue it through the rest of the
semester," Meadows said.
Beer and other refresh-

ments will be served at the
dances, but they will be open to
students of all ages.
"The emphasis is not on alcohol," Meadows said. "The
emphasis is on the dance."
Meadows said he is trying to
get students from every part of
the university community to
attend, but is focusing on dorm
students and Greeks because
they are the easiest to reach.
UWe can have a good time
with it if people will come out
and support it," Meadows said.

The ability to read is a precious gift.
And the gift is one you can give.
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of America.

•

u.., a-cditcardorC.O.D.

Please
Give.
Disaster victims have
lived through an ordeal.
They need your help.
With your support, the
Red Cross can aid
victims by helping them
to purchase vital items.
Help us help others.
Send your contribution
to your chapter of the
American Red Cross
today.

~

\ot

\.

Boston
9:00 and 10:00 P.M.
\dn11:-.:-.11111 .11 lhl' ~l li,; IO l ~,\I. :hem. Only.

B1ing Thi: A<l.

Pink Floyd The Wall
11:00 P.M.

Looking so smart!
It doesn't lake a lot of
money to look like a
million. For precision
. cuts, fashion penns,
and the Series professional line of hair care
products. A great look
at a great price. What
could be smarter?
Find out for yourself
why people keep

-C

•

..
•

coming back to

PAUL Mll
----=.;._.1-4..:.=E=L:::::::.L.
COIT CUTTERS

COST CUTTERS

•

SUNCREST VILLIAGE
10071 University Blvd.
(University & Dean)

679-6766

Open 7 days a week for your convenience!

·········-······················
$21.95 Perm :

$5.75 Haircut :
CRccu1arS6.9S>

All Hair Lengths
No Appointment

Necessary

:

•
•

•
•

I

or Body Wave

•

(Regular S2A 9S)
Long Hair er tpccial wnps
1ligh1 a.cldillonal diargc.
Appoinllncnt rcc:ommcndcd
Wallt·ins subJCct to availabilily.

•

COIT CUTTERS : COST CUTTERS
Wjh 1his coupJll
rd vaid wilh 11ff
04htrol1er

Good Thru ·•
•
1{25/90 •

Wlh this mupon
not valid wh llff
othffolftt

Good Thru
ln5
'~ /90

:
•

e

:

•

:

•

20% Off
In stock

Series MC!Us.
Haircare Products

·con CUTTERS
Wih lhismupon

Good Thru
lf25/90

•
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and, assuming another clean
bill
of health, the remaining
FROM PAGE 1
areas should be reopened
Thursday morning.
Air quality tests will also be
noon Tuesday as UCF awaited
the test results, which were taken in the air ducts in the
not received from the lab in building.
The original positive test
Atlanta until after 9 a.m.
Two areas remained closed results were no surprise to
as of Tuesday afternoon: the university officials, according
original office area that had to McFall. He said it takes
been contaminated and sev- from three to five hours to reeral classrooms that were circulate the air in the buildblocked by asbestos removal ing, and the air conditioning
system was on for only 86
equipment.
McFall said administrators minutes.
"If anything, the adminiexpected the cleanup to be finished by Tuesday evening, stration could be accused of
when more tests would be overreacting," McFall said,
"but you can never overreact
taken in that area.
McFall said the test results when health issues are at
should be back Wednesday, stake."

ASBESTOS

•

_· , GIANT

'"Fn~

•

- OT

Gears"

Cyc
•

Located in the
University Shoppes
(near UC6)

••

281-6488

CLEARANCE
Everything
on Sale!

•

•

NODKIN
FROM PAGE 3

NOW HIRING

•

Waiters
Waitresses
Security
Cashiers
Cooks
Dishwashers
Gift Shop
Hostesses
Guest Service Host

•

•

•

Join the "Good Time Gang" ·
Apply Church Street St tion
Personnel Train Car
Mon. thru Fri. 9-5
or
Ring 422-2434

•

•
•

now, were "only trained for fiction, then asked to show the
most profound truth."
Worsening the problem is
the fact that there is "no reliable grass roots knowledge."
The changes in the media
and the problems that come
with them are mirrored in the
changes in the society.

While there is definite support for Gorbachev's changes
in the Soviet Union, especially
from the inteUigentsja, and
the current changes that emphasize freedom ofideas, there
are economic pitfalls with the
common people that must be
avoided.
For although of freedom of
ideas is good, "the common
people, the workers, are less
happy with the spiritual food
than with sausages."

r-------------------,

1 GRAND CHINA -RESTAURANT
$1.00 off each buffet with valid UCF 1.0.
I
All you can
I Choose your
I own comblna11on
eat buffet
of excellent

I Chinese cuisine

I
I
I
I

1-14 Items-

I Take Out Dinners Also Available
I
6856 Aloma Avenue
L- _ -·- ~:.!~~~~e_;~ ~4_!6L_ ___ --'

textbOoks
textbooks ·.

•

•
•

use the Alpha Phi Omega
•

Will resume regular operation on Monday January 8, 1990 .
However, for the week of 1-8 thru 1-14 the Hours may
vary due to possible scheduling problems. For more

•

Book
Exchange!
Here we are, or call 281-5473

January 8 thru
January 12

•

Both Buy and Sell
10am to Spm

•

•

Kiosk

Mac Lab

Monday - Friday
9 am to 9 pm

Monday - Thursday
9 am to 11 pm

Saturday
10 am to 2 pm

Friday
9 am to 5 pm

Closed Sunday

Closed Saturday

@

Cf
•

t;_

""-!

('.::

~(0

+

;I

"'.J>4.

~

\,~

'II Of Cent'~\

Sunday
3 pm to 11 pm

1.
I
I
I

January 15 thru
January 19
Return your books
and money
10am to 2om

BUY FOR LESS .
Looking to buy textbooks without getting scammed
on the pri~es? Do the right thing, ....
STOP BY THE BOOK EXCHANGE FIRST!

SELL FOR MORE
Got used textbooks you want to sell for MORE? Drop
off your texts at the Book Exchange and Y.Q.U set the
price. Smart students who know they can buy their
books for less stop by the A<I>Q Book Exchange
before the book store! Buy your books at the Book
Exchange!
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GRANTS
FROM PAGE 1

other $226 million off the
Education Dept. budget.
The Gramm-Rudman cut,
maintained
department
budget director Sally Christensen, "has not really harmed
the education programs. The
cut is prorated among 200
programs. It's not significant."
"That's a lie, but what can
you expect from the Education
Department,"
countered
Becky Timmons of the American Council on Education
(ACE).
The ACE projects the budget
will force 192,000 students to
lose their Pell Grants next
school year. About 1 million
more will have their Pell
Grants reduced, while 12,000
students will lose Supplemental Education Opportunity
Grants, 16,000 Work-Study
grants, 3,000 Perkins Student
Loans and 3,000 students will
be cut off from State Student
Incentive Grants.
"We think [the cuts] are
harmful in a lot of respects,"
Timmons said. "The biggest
problem is the Pell Grant
shortfall. We already have less
than what is needed to fund
the maximum grants of
$2,300."
Congress appropriated
$4.48 billion for Pell Grants,
up from $4.42 billion last year,
Timmons noted. After the
Gramm-Rudman "sequester"
cuts, however, the amount
available for the 3 million students who get Pell Grants this
year will be a little less than
last year. Last year's budget,

moreover, wasn't enough.
Last spring, ACE and other
education groups warned that
budget woes would soon force
schools to stop giving students
the maximum amount of
money they could get in Pell
Grants for this school year.
Now Timmons worries the
same thing will happen for
next school year, especially for
students from middle-income
families who need the grants.
The shortage "clearly has
consequences for the budget
submitted next year. There is
the possibility that the maxi-

"There is the possibility that [the budget]
could cause a small
reduction in grants."
-Tom Skelly
Education Department
mum [Pell Grant] award will
be reduced in the future," she
warned.
"There is the possibility that
[the budget] could cause a
smaII reduction in grants,"
conceded Tom Skelly of the
Education Dept.
Timmons blamed the higher
education budget losses on the
government's unwillingness to
raise taxes to get the money to
fund the programs.
"In part, this was an almost
inevitable outcome of the
president's stance on no new
taxes," she claimed.
President Bush initially vetoed the education budget Oct.
21 because it included an
amendment that allowed

women who had become pregnant through rape or incest to
use Medicaid funds to get
abortions. Bush, who is
against all abortion except in
cases in which the mother's
life is in danger, refused to
sign the bill.
Congress subsequently
stripped the abortion amendment from the bill, and resubmitted it to the president, who
signed it Nov. 21.
The budget contains no new
major college programs, and is
not dramatically different
from the budget Bush first
proposed at the start of the
appropriations process last February.
At the time, college lobbyists
in Washington, D.C., while
disappointed the president
was advocating slight cuts in
most campus programs,
seemed almost relieved Bush
had dropped President
Reagan's efforts to make drastic cuts.
During his first six years in
office, President Reagan
asked Congress to slash as
much as 50 percent of the federal college budget. Congress
did in fact eliminated or drastically reduced the budgets for
student Social Security, National Direct Student Loans,
campus housing and library
programs, black colleges, College Work-Study, Pell Grants
and Stafford Loans.x
In 1983, however, Congress
began rejecting the White

~oney for College ,
Over3 Million Students Will QuaWY
For College G~ & Scholarships
• I.nm the quickest & easiest ways }Qu can
win oot.h scholarships and financial aid awards.
• Learn how to improve your chances for a
Pell Grant
• Learn how to increase the amount of your
Guaranteed Student Loan.
• Learn how much money you are eligible to receive
SO}Qu can choose the schools that best suit your

true financial need.

For more information and a FREE copy of

JO Ways To Stretch Your
Scholarship Chances!
fill out and mail the attached coupon TODAY!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

,-

Send for FREE information
1

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

, Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Cily _ _ _ _ state _ _ Z i p - - - - - -

Phone(--)
1

Bernier and Co .. Inc.
Motil Coupon To: Educational Funding Dept.'

500 Krider Road
· - - - - - - - ·Sanford. FL 32773

'

- - -

1

House~ propos~sfurdrastic

~'~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

cuts, and generally has
granted modest cuts, increases or freezes in most of
the remaining programs each
year since then.

RESTAURANT 0 PP 0 RT UN IT IE S

COME
WORK
IN THE
GARDEN

THE OFFICE 0F EVENING
STUDENT SERVICES
ENCOURAGES EVENING
STUDENTS TO UTILIZE:

S.E.P.S.
Student Escort Patrol Service
S.E.P.s.· is located in the Student Government Kiosk or look for students
wearing yellow T-shirts with S.E.P.S.
logo, to make your nights on the UCF
campus safe ones!
HOURS: 7:00-12:30PM
Sunday-Thursday

CALL x:2424

ONE OF ORLANDO'S
BEST SUCCESS STORIES
IS GROWING AGAIN
hallenge. Excicem m . Fun. Re\?.-ards. le'. all waiting for ·ou at our
live Garden location. Because our u ces - here has been
so phenomenal , we:' re opening one more re ·i:au rant in rlando.
brand ne\

The live arden i America' - fuste ·r-growing Italian dinnerhou ·e
with over 150 restaurants nationwide. Our festiYe atmo ·phcre, freshly·prepared Italian pecialtic · and spiriced Ho ·pita.Ii.mo ·en.rice make
working here a..1i much fun as eating here!
, h:irc: in our ·u e.·s . . . come work in the g:utlen . \'<e have ·more than
100 opponunitie. immcdi:ltel · :1.\':tilahle:

•
•
•
•

Hosts & Hostesses
• Cashiers
• Line Cooks
Waiters & Waitresses • Pasta Makers • Bussers
Utility People
• Production & • Dish Machine
Bartenders
Prep Cooks
Operators

Previou restaurant experience: i. preferred , hut we're'' ill mg to provide tr:iining to those with the right potential l:lke alh~.mt:tge of the
ocwards The Olive Garden has to offer you .

Applications will be taken Monday through Saturday, between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m. Apply for any of the opponunities
listed above by visiting with us at our newest location:

11882 East Hwy. 50
(At Alafaya Trail)
Orlando
An Equal Opportunity Employer

•
•

On any of the Student Government
phones for your personal escort.

•
THE ACCENT'S ON SUCCESS

•
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UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
•

*

UPS works thr.ough the UCF Placement Office
in accepting applications for part-time loaders
and unloaders

*

Earn more than DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE

*

Paid vacations and holidays

*

Work shift 10:30 PM

*

Scholastic Assistance
(up to $500 per semester)

•

•

•
•

* For an interview appointment, sign up in the
Career Resource Center (ADM 124)

•
'it is always nice to have some

•

Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have a student loan or your parents are helping you out.
money in your bank account for spending or saving .

•

These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with minimum wages, uncertain hours that change all the time, having
to work what seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that your grades suffer. There is a better way!

•

•

extra

UPS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery business. We pay top wages that include benefits such as paid
vacations and holidays. These benefits are comparable to benfits that some full-time jobs offer. Besides the pay, UPS offers considerably more.
The steady, consistent hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift you select will allow you to plan the courses you need without having
to work weekends so your social life stays intact.
UPS offer a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As a student, time is very valuable and it is important to maximize
your efforts and time .
What better job could suit your needs? Earn excel lent wages with benefits to match, get in shaoe , and work hours that allow you to fulfi llyour
career goals in school.
UPS is an equal opportunity employer M/F
Scholastic Assistance is a pilot prog ram and United Parcel Service reserves the right to modi fy or discontinue this program at any time.

•

ATl'ENTION PARENTS
Housing is critical. Rents
are going up every ,month!

YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE
•

•
•

-...............
-------

·Fox
Hunt

Lanes

Our 2 bedroom, 2
bath is designed with
the student in mind.
Financing tailored to
fit your needs . . Minimum down. Mortgage
payment LESS THAN
MOST RENTALS.

,

...

l mile south of the

University on Alafaya
Trail

fS;n-d-;h~~k~;-~~;;-e~-~~;,: ~;a;iilile-t~JOB~ J
1

J

"

282-4393
STOWELL BUILDERS
*Based on FHA guidelines

WARf'Y OFFER along with information below
to: JOB-WARE' " OFFER, P.O. Box 408309,

1

J

, 1 Chicago, IL 60640·9998. (Please allow 4-6 weeks 1 •
' J for delivery.)
IL residents add 8% sales lax. J
"

: JOB T-Shirt _ _ @ 8.00 ea .

~· 1 JOB

Sweatshirt __@14 .00 ea.
l'L.4 ~.•' ~ JOB Sweatpants_@15.00 ea.
1 JOB-WARE Value Trio
I (Set of 3 above)_ @32.95 ea.
Name _ _ __ __
1

·---State_

_

S

S
S

M
M
M

L
L
L

XL :
XL I
XL J
I
XL

S M L
_
_
_

Z i p~-:-=-=--:-

_Q.4_2_9A ,

••
0 Plillon l!llllllllllli)llllJr11•trtillifutl£1tfJIJllli•111111111.11r1•1-•riflll
January11,1~908

Drug-crazed gov.
wants to go after
drug-crazed youth

1:.)

-

/

......

.

Kay Orr, the Republican governor of Nebraska, is running for re-election. Playing to the
crowds even more than is usual for a politician,
she has come up with a plan that she claims
would both reduce the drug problem and improve higher education.
Wow! What an incredible triumph! Not only
does this proposal deal with two of the biggest
buzz-words in the minds of American voters
today,(Drugs.Education~) butitjusthappens

that she thought of it in an election year!
Sonofagun!
The problem is that her solution won't solve
any problems, and the problem she is addressing is not a problem.
Under Orr's proposal, students at public colleges and universities would be kicked out of
school for conviction of any drug offense.
How perceptive.
We can only wonder why it took a politician
all this time t.o react to what we have noticed all
along: Those hordes of Jekyll and Hyde undergrads.
By day, they hit the books in search of knowledge and passing grades;. by night, they hit the
streets in search of pawnable items to steal,
homes to ransack and unattended children to
kidnap and ransom, all to pay for their dope
habits, those fiends!
What crap. Drug use in school carries its own
penalty (bad grades) and drug convictions in
school have their own penalty as well (I'm sorry
I missed the last nine weeks of your course,
professor. I was doing hard time at Raiford. Can
I make it up?).
Adding the threat of expulsion to this list is
not going to convince anyone to refrain from
drug use.
Or would she also like to force prospective
college students to certify that they are, and will
remain, drug-free, before they are allowed to
enroll or receive financial aid.
This would not solve anything, either. To get
into school or especially to receive money, students will sign a paper certifying that they are
a herd of hairy purple rhinoceroses, if necessary.
Besides, it's an unnecessary invasion of privacy. We don't make politicians sign anything
saying that they are drug-free before we let
them take office. ·
Hmmm. Maybe that's where this idea came
from.
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Limited access leads to ign_orance
Inbred Racism - does it exist? Yes, and sometimes
as a direct result of ignorance. It lives and breeds in
homogeneou s communities, that separate them selves from other races.
Just the other day I had an indirect contact with
one of its products. 1 was approached by two young
African American women who said they overheard
two young white girls talking. One girl told the other,
"Daddy said black people don't comb their hair," and
the other young lady responded with her own familyinherited mis-information. The two African American women corrected them.
But, like many whites, the totally innocent young
girls are in trouble. Because of their limited access to
people of other races, they may never hear or know
the truth about them. And they will live the rest their
lives believing a lie.
Can this happen at a university community? Yes,
it can, especially at UCF which is viewed as a prowhite institution because of its extremely low numbers (the lowest in the state) of African American
students. The low percentage of African American
faculty and staff also supports that reputation.
To solve this problem there are number of key
areas that need to be addressed. Here are a few:
1. Fu11 Time Equivalents (Fl'Es): The university is
severely below its requirements for a sufficient
number of black personnel. I am not talking about
department assistants or physical plant personnel.
My concern is having a respectful number African
American employees required by the state.
2. Firing/termination of personnel: The university
is cutting down the number ofrespective employees
daily, without reasonable or just cause. We, as students, are already suffering from a lack of proper
representation.
If we don't get our act together, the situation will

progress until there is no representation.
3. Retention \Recrwting: The number of minority
students has increased over the last few years. But
the number of African American students h as only
averaged between 600 to 700. In fact, there has
recently been a decline in African American enrollment for the last two years.
The university has done an effective job keeping
the number of African American students low by
increasing the admission requirements which are
based on tests CACT\SAT) researched to be biased.
The lack of effective programs to retain the few
students already here is also a problem.
4. Social atmosphere: We have to believe that the
only way certain problems can be cleared up is by
getting together and doing something about it. We
need to learn how to socialize positively with one
another. This in turn will create an atmosphere of
understanding and peace - an atmosphere where
much of the supposed back-stabbing andjealousy wi11
disappear. This can only happen if we give up our
selfish motives and work together to make a difference. It doesn't take a whole lot of work, just a little
extra effort.
To the new a dministration I issue an easy challenge. When m aking any decisions, j ust be con siderate, h onest and fair.

Richard S herrod is the president
of the UCF African American S tudent Unwn

University's quality unrelated to race
With out a doubt Steven Altman has quite a large
list of duties ahead of him as the new president of
UCF.
Among these duties are tho se of putting UCF
higher on the list of universities in academic excellence; in creasin g and diver sifying th e curriculum
offer ed; expanding the campus; increasing the number of black students at the university, and, hold on
just a second, increasing the number of black students at the university?
This doesn't sound like the president of a major
university's dilemma-that being to patronize blacks
and pawn of the condescension as fighting for equality.
This theory is based on the perception that blacks
are unable to help themselves and need a ''helping
hand" from whites to be successful.
Altman's proposal does nothing more than propa.gate a form of campus affirmative action (passed
down to him by a poorly managed state system that
mandates a certain percentage of minority students
in order to receive funding.)
In the long run affirmative action will amount to
unfair practice on campus just as it has in the employment marketplace -giving special favor to students
because of their skin color instead of their academic

achievements.
His proposal also helps to strengthen a dreadful
double standard that white liberals have instituted
and now thrive on- if a university has a low percentage of black students then it has a problem- it is
labeled as an "all white school."
But if a university has an overwhelming number of
black students then it is looked at as a result of black
pride.
As president of a large and growing university Mr.
Altman should have as his major goal increasing the
quality of the university by increasing the quality of
the students.
This goal will not be achieved by paying attention
to which box is marked on the admittance application
under the heading "race."
It will be achieved by giving special notice to the
students' academic quality and achievements.
In the end; race should not even be an issue.

.
•
\

.
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Reduce the national deficit - fry you r congresspersons
more money, which, of course, the government would immediately convert into
things like accordion subsidies. Which is
too bad, because some of you had excellent ideas for increasing government
revenue, such as:
Today we announce the winners in our
-"A $10 million Roman numeral tax
big Deficit Contest, in which we asked
on movies. For example, 'Rambo IV'
you, the ordinary taxpaying citizens who
would cost Stallone $40 million. I'm not
make up the backbone and pelvic strucsure whether reducing the number of
ture of this great nation, to see ifyou could
movie sequels would be a side benefit or
come up with helpful suggestions for getthe main benefit." (Ed Goodman, Water,,
ting rid of this pesky federal budget defibury, Conn.)
cit. As you know, our congresspersons
-"Fine people 450,000 for each unnechave been unable to work on this because
essary education-related letter attached
they've been busy passing an Ethics Bill,
to the end of their names. For example,
under which we're going to pay th em more
'RobertH. Monotone, B.A. 1 M.B.A., Ph.D.'
money, in exchange for which they're
would be fined $400,000 annually." (Ron
going to try to have some ethics. I think
DiCesare, Troy, Mich.)
this is a terrific concept, and jf it works
-"The U.S. government should sell its
secrets directly to the Russians and cut
with Congress, we should also try it with
out the middlemen." (Leslie Price, Hibother ethically impaired groups such as
bing, Minn. )
the crimina1ly insane.
-"Rent the Stealth bomber out for
Speaking of whom, you readers did a
proms." (Jimmy Muth , Haverstraw,
heck of a job responding t o the Deficit
N.Y.)
Contest. As I write th ese words, my office
- "Sell live film fo otage of George Bush
floor is covered with thousand of contest
entries, carefully arranged in mounds
showering with his dog." (Leslie Gorman,
Fort Worth, Texas)
and in many cases welded together with
- "Mug Canada." (Kyle Kelly of
dog spit supplied by my two research
Dubuque, Iowa, and Mike Orsburn of
assistants, Earnest and Zippy, who were
Gainesville, Texas)
a major help. But it was you readers who
really came through, proving once again that when armed nation on Earth.
We also got a lot of suggestions that we do not
But most of the hostility in the Deficit Contest totally 100 percent understand but that we are prethe American people decide to "get involved" in a
problem, it is best not to let them have any sharp entries was directed toward our elected federal offi- senting here as a reminder of the importance of
remembering to take our prescription medication:
cials. This is especially true of:
implements.
-"Make deer legal tender." (Jon Runner,
THE CONTEST WINNER
Because quite frankly, reading between the lines,
I detected a certain amount of hostility in these enThis is Geoffrey Braden of Seattle, Wash., whose Tesuque, N.M.)
-"Arbitrarily and capriciously eliminate every
tries, especially the one proposing a nuclear strike on idea is that we convert the federal budget deficit to
electrical voltage-the bigger the deficit, the higher other word in government documents." (George
the U.S. Capitol.
Some hostility was also directed toward me. In the voltage" and then run the current through our Garklavs, Golden, Colo.)
-"Sell manure (all kinds) at North and South
some versions of my original column I had proposed, congresspersons. Geoffrey recommended that we run
in a lighthearted manner, that we reduce the deficit the current through a specific section of the congres- poles." (Sharon Rice, Oologah, Okla.) (Really)
-"Substitute politicians for road barriers." (Steby "selling unnecessary states such as Oklahoma to sional anatomy that I will not identify here, except to
the Japanese." This caused a number of Oklahomans say that besides eliminating the deficit, this proposal ven Lenoff, Deerfield Beach, Florida)
-"I have a secret plan. Make me president and I'll
to send in letters containing many correctly spelled would put a real dent in all those sex scandals.
words and making the central lighthearted point Geoffrey therefore wins the big Cash Prize, consist- tell you." (Richard Nixon)
You wacky .readers! I love you! Please stay away
that I am a jerk. They also sent me official literature ing of all the pennies in my closet, estimated street
stating that Oklahoma has enormous quantities of value $23 million if put into paper sleeves, which will from my house!
But all kidding aside, the time has come for us to
culture in the form of ballet, Oral Roberts, etc., and never happen.
Speaking of pennies, about a thousand of you work together on this deficit thing. What con you do?
that the Official State Reptile-I am not making this
up-is something called the "Mountain Boomer." So suggested that we eliminate the deficit by sending all You can write to your congressperson. Tell him you're
I apologize to Oklahoma, and as a token of my our accumulated hateful penny deposits to the gov- fed up with government irresponsibility. Tell him you
sincerity I'm wrning to sell my state, Florida, to the ernment. This is a brilliant idea except for one minor don't want excuses. Tell him you want action.
Tell him these are going to be VERY SHARP
Japanese, assuming nobody objects to the fact that flaw: it's stupid.
What it boil s down to is giving the government electrodes.
Japan would suddenly become the most heavily
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The Gay Students Organization meets weekly
for more information on peer support/discussion groups. Call lance 380-2835

2Bdrm • 2Bath flat - pool, tennis courts, walk to
school $525 per month 671 -9957.

I Renault Alliance '83; many new parts air, 5speed, $800; 339-3406

3Bdrm • 2 1/2Bath Townhouse - 1 mile from
UCF-Pool and tennis courts $625 per month
671 -9957.
l:~E - Welcome back to school and welcome to
the latest additions to the Sig-Ep Bad boy Club.
Congrats new Bros. Get ready for stupendous
Spring Rush I Remember Mark S. is king for a
week. Make history or be history I

lllEl~!!lill
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS
RAISE UPTO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, frats. and sororities needed
for marketing project on campus. For details
plus your FREE GIFT, Group Officers call 1·
800-765-8472 EXT. 50
Want to get in shape make new friends and
learn a martial art? Then join UCF Tae Kwon
Do! Free beginning lessons! Call Wes 6588934 or Kevin 830-4962 Just Do ltl
Newman Club sponsored by Catholic Campu
Ministry, invites all students to a cookout on
Sunday the 14th after 11am Mass 281-4438

Female roommate needed. 1/4 mile from
UCF. 0.vn room and bath. 210/monlh & 1/2
utility . Call 381 -5272.
Female seeks same to share 2bd/2bth apt.
275/mo. + 112 Call 678-6850 to move in.
M!F to share large apt at Chatham Landing.
WfD, pool, spa, lakeside view, racquetball.
$400fmo $50 dep includes all utilities call
DAVE 381 -5017
M. NS . toshare412House . W.D,own Rm5mi.
from UCF. Furn. except Bdrm $195 & util.
&dep. 788-7428 or 658-1557
Female roommate wanted to share new home
15 min from UCF. Must be clean dependable
and non-smoker.
Includes all xtra's-privacy guaranteed!
$250 month call SHEILA • Day 356-42 11;
Night 366-1326.
Nonsmkr $200 mo. 1/3 util., Wash/Ory Microwave 3 Bdrm house call 366-5271 .

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN
JUST 10 DAYS !!I

~!1lllllllilitllll

Bedroom Furn 4 pieces $200 couch & love
seat $150 all in good cond Call Larry 658-9182

King size waterbed w/headboard $200, compact fridge w/freezer $80.00, 8 mattresses
priced accordingly Call Todd at 365-5021
House for sale - Excellent 1st homell 5m i from
UCF 1 yr.oldll Must sell. Includes fireplace , Wt
D, Fridge, 3 Bed/2 112 Bath 2 story house wt
fenced yd, custom blinds & much more II Call
273-8941 or 894-5012.
"ATIENTION • GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair)." Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 EXT
GH5780
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES avail able from government from $1 without credit
check. You repair. Also tax delinquent fore closures CALL 1-805-682-7555 for re po list in
your area.
(call 7 days a week)
UCF Area owner 4bdrm 2balh pool attractive
fin. Con. to shopping $68500 273-3391

Management openings in the Business Office
of The Central Florida Future. Call the business office at 275-2601 for me;>re details .
BABYSITTER
Sun-Tue-Th -Sat or Mon-Wd-Fr-Sun
8:00am - 11 :OOam $5hr References Req.
Call Nanny Placement 260-0031 .

Apartment for rent 11917 Alafaya Woods ct 2
Bedroom 2 Bath, call 381-8472 or 788-2180

Campus organizabons, dubs ,
frats, sororities call OCMC :
1(800)932-052811(800)950-8472, EXT. 10

Room for rent $130/mo + utilities kitchen use
AIC 365-5796.

Anention : Future Nurses
If you are planning a nursmg career, we have
the organization for you I UCF Student Nurse
Associa tion would like to invite you to jotn - Call
Shelly at 273-8744 for more mlo.

Brick Conage on 5 fenced acres. Good Security and privacy. $375/mo. 1ndudes water and
cable. 1 bedroom. responsible couple or
female no lease requlfed . Call 365-1715.

KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .25/2.50 678-6735

Waitress Wanted - Part time, Lunches &
Evenings Call Beth , JR Jakes 677-4169.
Sandwich Maker · Evenings & Weekends,
Part time Call Beth JR Jakes 677-4169.
"ATIENTION : EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAY' Assemble products at home. Details.
(1 )602-838-8885 EXT. W • 5780."

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even if bankrupt or
bad credit! We guarantee you a card or double
your money back Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. M·
1280
(Call 7 days a week)

"ATIENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME ! 32,000/yr. income potential. Details.
(1)602-838-8885 EXT. T • 5780."

Women 's fraternity needs 4-6 well behaved
men to help serve dinner every Sunday for
entire semester. For an interview please call
281 -5462, ask for Paul. Call before 5pm .
SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers , TV's, stereos, furniture , computers by DEA . FBI, IRS.
and US customs . Available your area now.
Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT. C-1759.
(call 7 days a week)

*

*

Fast Professional Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Christmas and next summer breaks. Many
positions. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. S-1153.
(call 7 days a week)

Babysmer UNION PARK 10 Month old child
PART TIME Evening & some weekends Salary Negobable. 275-8116

Qbjective: Fundraiser
~ommitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1 ,400
~ost: Zero Investment

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus .
All student documents. Same day service
available . IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter qualityt1..aser printing.

Babysitter Thurs-Sun Hrs 9:00 • 9:00 Call 6798450 125wk. In my home.
Sales Roadside/Vending (ftowers) Hrs 9:00 •
9:00 Call 679-8450 $4 .00hr

Barbi So glad to hear from you on Tuesday
seeing as how you like the dark so much, let's
go see "Elvira · Mistress of the Dark" in the
Wild Pizza at 7 or 9. Call Me! Brett
Phi Mu Alpha Recital coming soon I
Amy, Dinner was great leftovers are yours!
Love Dave
To the Sexy Men at the Palace of Fame:
Mark C.: Happy 21 1Mark S.: Women always
win. Jocko: Bener luck next nme .. Mike: Can't
wait to test the waterbed. Love, Miss B.

If this

ad doesn't .work,
then why are.·you
reading it?
.·

.. ·. ·. .

._·

·.· Advertise in the Central Florida Future.
-

·-
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.

.

.

,

.

-· ·-·
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You can put
special sauce

•

on a burger.

But it won't look good on your resume. Join The Central Florida Future
staff and take an active role in campus events. That will look impressive
on your resume.* And, we'll even give you money. The Central Florida Future is looking News, Sports and Confetti writers, Business Manager,

Order your college ring NOW.

Advertising Representatives Assistant News Editor, Assistant Sports

JOSTENS

Editor and photographers. Skills are a plus but no experience is neces-
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sary. We will provide enough of that. For more information, call 275-2865
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$15.00

.
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Mttt with your Jostens represniWM! lor f\111 det.OJl1. See our complete ring&electloo on dlr ploy In yourc:ollegt booblo,.,.

and ask for Scott or Eric or drop by th~ Central Florida Future news office
and fill out an application.
*As long as it's not in Crayon.
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APATHY
FROM PAGE 12

•

be upset when the state legislature slights UCF in the
budget.
If students don't give a
damn about their own school,
why should the government.
Although it may be hard to
develop enthusiasm for a 2-11
basketball team, it is amazing

•
•

11

how an enthusiastic crowd can
provide a lift to a team, maybe
even their record .
Students don't need to flock
to basketball games or other
sporting events to show support for the school.
. But athletic events provide
a fun arena to build a sense of
community which can carry
over to more important issues
when they develop .

•
REVIEW
FROM PAGE 12

The Knights traveled from
Orlando to another holiday
tourney held in Chicago, II., on
Dec. 15 and 16, where they
dropped two games to University of Illinois-Chicago and to
Howard University by scores
of 86-66 and 81-65, respectively.
Bob Blackwood scored 16
points, grabbed 3 rebounds
and dished 3 assists against
Illinois-Chicago. Andre Green
scored 15 points and grabbed
12 rebounds to lead the
Knights against Howard.
The Knights returned home
for a sloppy game against
Drexel in the UCF gym, which
they lost 83-72. The Knights
entered that game averaging
over 20 turnovers per contest.
The Knights managed to top
that average by committing 23
turnovers in that game.
"We lost by 11 points and

•

•

•

•

..
•

they scored way more than 11
off of our turnovers," Dean
said:
Another home loss to Yale
by a score of 93-81 came on
Dec. 30. The Knights managed
a late comeback to force their
first overtime game this year
but were outscored 16-4 in the
extra period .
Coach Dean was proud of
the Knights' play in the final
minutes of regulation but was
frustrated not to get the win.
"We need to find that extra
something to win the close
games," he said .
The Knights then traveled
across town to play in the
Tangerine Tourney held at
Rollins College. The Knights
lost games to Valparaiso and
Slippery Rock by scores of 9089and85-75, respectively, and
didn't get a chance to face the
rival Rollins Tars. The
Knights will get a chance at
the Tars Jan. 31 in the UCF
gym .

•
•

•

..
•

•

If you would like to make a commen_t,
~tuggestion etc .. about Student
Government, please fill out the bottom
slip and r _e turn it to the KIOSK or the
Student Government office or call
x2191 .

•

-----------------------------------------------------~Name:

SS#:
Phone#:
Suggestions, Comments, Complaints:

•
Don't just think about it, EXPRESS YOu:RSELF!!

I

'
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Rajun Cajuns swamp
UCF basketball team
UCF's effort cou ld not erase 17-point halftime deficit
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Running Knights lost another basketball game Monday night
as they fell to the Southwest Louisiana
Rajun Cajuns by a score of 71-61 in
front of 4,963 at the Cajundome in
Lafayette, La.
'We executed our game plan as well
as we could. But when you get down by
17 points at halftime .. .it makes it awfully difficult," Coach Joe Dean said in
an interview with the 01 lando Sentinel.
The Knights lost the game but won
the second half as they were down 4124 at halftime but outscored the Cajuns
in the final 20 minutes. The Knights
had not shown the capability to play
well in the final half of games thus far
this season. Monday night's game may
indicate a change for the remaining
games left to play this year.
The Cajuns came in to the game with
a 10-1 record and the services of allAmerica candidate Sydney Grider,
who is averaging 30.2 points per game
this year.
The Knights (2-11), were able to stop
Grider with a box-and-one defense as
they held the outside shooting guard to
a career-low 8 points. Once again,

Jan.11
cNel L..ughhn/CENTRAL FLORIDA

nrruRC

STOWING IT AWAY
UCF junior guard Tracey Stowe passes the ball to a teammate in the Lady
Knights' 84-70 vic1ory Monday night over the Stetson University Lady Hatters.

Jan 13

Jan. 15
Jan.20
Jan.25
Jan.31

Florida A&fyf. · :·.
Winthrop . · · , ..
Davidson • , · · ·
Florida International
Bethune-Cookman
Rollins College

UCF's Anthony Haynes was called
upon along with Edsel Bester to play
defense on the opposing team's best
scorer.
When the Knights met the Cajuns
last year at UCF the outcome was a loss
as the Knights went down by a score of
81-79. In last year's game Griderraged
to 32 points as he hit 8 of12 3-pointers.
In that game the Knights were competitive throughout. They had the ]ead
until the five-minute mark when
Grider went on a rampage to lead the
Cajuns to victory.
At the Cajundome the Knights were
led on offense by Ken Leeks ~nd Bob
Blackwood who scored 18 and 17
points, respectively. Tom Tormohlen
chipped in 11 points and led the team in
rebounds with 13.
"We need to win the first half and
second half of the games to come. If we
play like ... we played in the second half
in Louisiana, we will win a lot more
games," Haynes said.
The Knights were the victim of some
missed opportunities against the
Cajuns as they missed some easy baskets and turned the ball over 1 7 times.
"We did everything we want ed to but
we missed some open shots. If we
would've hit those shots I think we
would have won," Haynes said.

<

•

• White line denotes home games .

Holidays not
kind to UCF
basketball

Daniel Webster never
met a UCF student
apathy- n., pl. -thies [<GRr.
a-, without + pathos, emotion]
1. lack of emotion 2. indifference; listless. 3. what UCF students have.

The trurd definition was
added by this writer to
Webster's. But if Mr. Webster
spent any time at UCF, he
would probably make it the
first definition.
Student support for anything school-related is practically non-existent. If the Soviets stated that they would
launch an SS-18 missile on the
campus unless there was a
demonstration by students
saying they disagreed with
that activity, the press would
have a magnificent photograph of a mushroom cloud to
put on th e front page.
This criticism is not unfair.
Attendance at UCF sporting
events is disgusting. They
should only open one section of
bleachers at the basketball
games to save maintenance
and clean-up crews some
work. Attendance at the football games last fall was
equal1y disappointing.
Now if you read this far, I
bet your already whining excuses: I don't like basketball, I

by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

don't like football, I'm too busy,
I have more important things
to do, the basketball team is
lousy, sporting events are not
important.
Aw, shut up with these lame
excuses. If students worked as
hard with their school work as
they do with these stupid excuses, the G.P.A of the student
body would be better than 3.5.
Why is it so important that
students attend athletic
events? Attending these
events is not important, but
this apathetic state of mind
carries over into more important areas. Don't let organizers kid you, but turnout at
student rallies (for supposedly
important issues) has been
·
abysmal.
There is a constant theme to
all this lack of student interest
in anything- selfishness.
Such an alarming lack of community consciousness has
developed that we should not
see EXTRA INNINGS page 11

Mlchalel Laughtin/CENTAAL FLORIDA FUTURE

KNIGHT'S KNIGHTS
Women's basketball coach Beverly Knight observes her team
during the Lady Knights' game ag,ainst Stetson.

The holiday season has become a traditionally hard time
for UCF basketball in recent
years. The Knights have gone
0-8 over this past semester
break.
The first loss came during
finals week in the Red Lobster
Classic held in the Orlando
Arena Dec. 9. The Knights
faced the SEC power Georgia
Bulldogs and played competitively agrunst the taller and
quicker Bulldogs, but wound
up losing 92-62.
The Knights were in the
game for the first twenty minutes as they went into the
halftime break down 42-33. It
was another example of the
Knights putting in one hard
half of play.
"I thought we played as
hard as we could [in the first
half], then their talent took
over," Coach Joe Dean said in
an interview with the Orlando
Sentinel.
Ken Leeks led the Knights
with 21 points and 8 rebounds
agrunst ~he Dogs.
see REVIEW page 11
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-Quitting, getting, starting,
departing, losing, using, stopping, dropping, beginning,
winning and no sinning:
All for a New Year's
resolution .

2
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K<>vic's story: reality of war
'Fourth of July' is good look at life, conflicts after Vietnam

Tom Cruise
gives a
gut-wrenching
performance
as Ron Kovic.
a Vietnam
veteran caught
in a nightmare
of reality in the
film 'Born on the
Fourth of July.'

****

Rated: R
Starring:

Tom Cruise
Director:
Oliver stone

Tango and
Cash

***

Rated: R
Starring:

Sylvester Stallone.
Kurt Russell
Director:
Andrei Serkovski
Key: *Awful **Poor
***Fair ****Good
*****Excellent

His dad fought in World War II so he figures
this is his chance to show how much he
loves his country. After volunteering for
DID RoN Kov1c KNOwwhen he volunteered to fight in the Vietnam War duty in the Marines, he gets his wish.
he'd end up fighting two wars; one
Now he's Sgt. Kovic. But he isn't just in
on foreign soil and one in the the woods as a boy playingwar- now it's for
real.
country he loved: America.
Kovic and his men close in on a group of
Based on the book by Kovic of the same
name, Born on the Fourth of July tells the enemy snipers but mistakenly kill an innoIt iS at this point that things
story of Vietnam many have never heard cent family.
get complicated.
and others simply do not want to hear.
The snipers, who used the family as a
Thinking that Corrununism would take
over Amertca. but stlll in high school,
Kovic sees the war as a lifelong dream.
see FOURTH OF JULY page 4

by Richard Erle Karman

L

'Tango & Cash': just funny
by Richard Erle Kannan

T

ANGO AND CASH IS PURE cinematic cop
mind candy.
The title could've been changed to
The Odd Couple Joins the Police Force.
First there's Ray Tango (Sylvester Stallone). He's a GQ type who dabbles Ln the
stock market while chasing down bad guys
just for thrills.
Then there's Gabriel Cash (Kurt
Russell), the Oscar Madison of cops.
Both are headline-grabbing cops who
bust drug dealers in Los Angeles. They're
also heated rtvals.

Unlmown to each other, they end up
working on the same case. The movie
moves bullet-fast and Tango and Cash get
set-up by a drug lord for a crime they didn't
commit.
Against their will, they plea bargain and
get 18 months injail.
After an unpopular arrival in prison,
they soon realize they won't make it out
alive unless they escape. So they do.
Once outside, Tango and Cash can't
waste any time finding out who framed
them because the F.B.I., the police and the
see TANGO AND CASH page 4

Grapes show unique style

Top Five Albums

Originality shines on in Art of Noise's latest release

1. ..• But Seriously Folks

Phil Collins
2. Storm Front
Biiiy Joel
3. Cosmic Thing
B-52's
4. Forever Your Girl
Paula Abdul
5. Journeyman
Eric Clapton

Top Five Singles
1. "Another Day In
Paradise"
Phil Collins
2. "We Didn't Start the
Fire"
Billy Joel
3. "With Every Beat of
My Heart"
Taylor Dayne
4. "Just Between You
and Me"
Lou Gramm
5. "Rhythm Nation"
Janet Jackson
4:11990 Billboard magazine

• Elvira- Mistress o_f the

9 p.m. • Gunther Gebel-Williams of
the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and
Bailey Circus
will give his
farewell performance in the
Orlando Arena
at 7 p.m. Tickets range from
$7.50 to $10.50
and are available at the
Arena Box Office or through
ticket.master
outlets.
Gebel-Williams

fP:~ -

Week ending Jon. 12, 1990.

The Charts

~ ~ ~ rp'~

!~Ed.~il(ji!m Dark will be shown m the
IStudent
Activities Center at 7 p.m. and

m,_..;!'t.lliafa:!

•The John Young Planetarium will present a laser light
show featuring the music of Boston at
9 p.m. and 10 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights through Jan. 27. At 11
p.m., they will present Pink Floyd: The
Wall. Admission is $4 per person per
show.

Univel'50.I Sludtoi

Born on the
Fourth of July

Week

mension.
The album contains
songs that can be labeled
folk or rock, however.
With styles that are so
easily stertotypical, Grapes
of Wrath avoid any typical
image with a unique style
and sound.
As you listen to Now and
Again, the varying styles
blend together in a way that
makes the album pleasing
to the ear, to a point where
• Now and Again
the the message takes
Artist: Grapes ofWrath
precedence over the style.
Producer: Anton Fier
The album was produced
Label: Capitol
by Anton Fier, New York
ECENTLY
CERTIFIED
session drummer and masGow in Canada, termind of albums by
Grapes of Wrath has groups such as The Golden
emerged from the shadows Palominos, Drivin' and
of the alternative music Cryin' and the Feelies.
stereotype into a new diGuest musicians on the

R

album include Chuck Leavall of the Allman Brothers,
..Sneaky" Pete Kleinow of
Little Feat, The Flying
Buritto Brothers and Linda
Ronstandt.
The Canadian band,
comprised of Kevin Kane
(vocals/ guitars), Chris
Hooper (drums), Tom
Hooper (vocals/bass) and
Vince Jones (piano.organ).
took their name from John
Steinbeck's novel of the
same name, and their
sound from a melding of
their talents.
Now and Again is more
powerful than their previous albums, September
Bowl of Green and Treehouse. Contrtbuting factors
see GRAPES page 3

•

The R~ers, a Dis~~Y
~~:i*di·z.~~iilll1.lwa:~~ cartoon, will be shown m
the Student Activities Center at noon
and 3 p.m. Admission is free with a valid
student ID. • Around the World in
Dance, hosted by Edward Vllella and
featuring members of the Mia.mi City
Ballet. will be performed at the Annie
Russell Theatre tonight and tomorrow at
8 p.m. For ticket info. call 646-2145.

•
Torch Song Trilogy,
starnng Harvey Fierstein,
. - - - - - - - - - - - . Anne Bancroft
and Matthew
Broderick. will
be shown in the
Student Activities Center at 7
p.m. and 9 p.m.
~~dk'l!llllWI

• David Copperfield will be
performed at
the Bob Carr
Performing Arts
Center at 5:30
. t .
o.m. and 8:30
Harvey F1ers
em p.m. today and
Tuesday. Tickets are available through
any ticketmaster outlets. •The Theatre
Downtown will present lonescoland, an
evening of two one act plays by Eugene
Ionesco, tonight Jan. 22 and Jan. 29 at
8 p.m. For more info. call 841-0083.

•

• Comedian Stu Moss
highlights A Knight of
Comedy in the Student Activities Center
at 9 p.m.

ma!il :J:e~f~~~= 1n;o~:~

Student Center Auditortum at 9 p.m.
Admission is free with a valid student ID.

•Jan. 20: Motley Crue
and Warrant, Orlando
Arena at 8 p.m. Tickets are $18 •Jan.
26: Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers,
U.S.F. Sundome, Tampa at 8 p.m. Tickets are $18.50 plus seIVice charge.

Confetti
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Con.fetti, is published by The Central Florida
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Akbar and Jeff bring laughs straight from Hell
Groening's fez
wearing flamers
give new meaning
to the word 'gay'
A~BAR.

Top·~. 10. ,. carnpu~ : ~aperba9ks'· .

Compiled'.fry ·The; ,. ~hrQnlcal oi"Higher Education
from · !()formation supp1Jed by college - stores
throughout the cc>untry. >:
'

"'.,,

to

.5, The Shell Seekers

Hobbes~azysunday

Anne Tyler
7. 'The Sands of Time

., . All I Really Need
Know I Learned in
Klndergarden
2. The Calvin and

&JE.FFS

Gu\1'£ -ro

Ll~E

Book
Bill Waterson
3. The Prehistory of the
Far Side
Gary Larson
4. The Night of the
MaryKay Commandos
Berke Breathed

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Rosamunde Piicher
6, Breathing Lessons
Sidney Sheldon

8. Chaos
James Gleick
9. Trevayne
Robert Ludlum
10. Stolen Blessings
Lawrence Sonders

Of course, their fezzes are also a constant
source of entertainment. Those fezzed-out little
• Akbar and Jeffs Guide to
suckers are absolutely hilarious.
Life
And if you've ever read the Tofu Hut comics,
Author: Matt Groening
you'lllovevisitingthe CompactDiskHut. the Liposuction Hut, the Lucky Psychic Hut and the CryTALL STARTED WITH a rabbit
onics Hut. These Hut cartoons be plenny sarcas- a really goofy looking
tic, lemmee tellya.
rabbit.
Akbar and Jeff rip on everything from New Agers
His name is Binky and
to the inevitable takeover of the Evil Compact Disk.
Matt Groenlng/1987
his life is hell. In fact. he lives
A plethora of sarcastic wit can be gained via these
in hell at this very moment. Matt Groening uses the two fez wearing lovers, Akbar and Jeff, to
punchy little homos.
His life is filled with st.rife poke fun at everything from cryonics to compact disks.
Groening·s cartooning style can often be charand anguish. Through.work.
acterized by successive repetitive frames in which
school, love and childhood, Binky, his illegitimate
Groening's style allows him the luxury of using the exact same illustrations appear, thus emphason Bongo and his wife Sheba reveal a world of simplistic art to create complex imagery.
sizing the ridiculous redundancy of living in hell .
senseless reality.
Hls latest collection of comics involve two tiny
Groening uses these cartoons to deal with some
The man behind these bunny funnies is Matt homosexual Charlie Brown ofT-shoots who wear very serious subject matter. Even his animated
Groening (pronounced "Graining") .
fezzes and dance about enjoying life in hell.
television family. The Simpsons, create unusually
Groening originally intended on being a profesThese two happy young lovers are namedAkbar humorous situations at even something as grim as
sional writer (is there such a thing?) but something and J efT and the collection is titled Akbar and.Jeffs a funeral.
happened along the way to Los Angeles.
Guide to Ufe.
The Simpsons, Binky, Bongo, Sheba, Akbar and
Now the man draws rabbits (if you could call
Akbar and Jeff originated in the Life in Hell Jeff all give a certain humorous quality to the dark
them that).
cartoons with their very own Tofu Hut. From there sides of life.
In fact. Bongo only has one ear so one can they matured into two enterprising but somewhat
Well, life is Hell anyway, it just seems Groening
distinguish him from his father, Binky.
insecure liberated mates, building huts for vart- has a handle on it.
His crude renderings of the buck-toothed crit- ous services.
Those who are fortunate enough to understand
ters spread miserable hilarity through 100 publiTheir Guide to life examines the conflicting Groening's dark sense ofh umor (f fancy myself one
cations including The Village Voice. Chicago lifestyles of homosexuals in middle class, middle- of the fortunate) will have hours oflaughs reading
Reader and the L.A Weekly. Heck, the strip Life in of-the road. American Hell. O.K.. there's no in- Akbar and Jeffs Guide to Life.
I know I did.
HeU even runs right here in the Central Florida tense social sattre here, but there is a smidgen of
Future. (What more could Groening want out of dark humor exploring such taboo subjects as sodomy and discrtrn.1nation against homosexuals.
- John Citrone
life?)

I

GRAPES

RESOLUTIONS

FROM PAGE 2

FROM PAGE 1

this subject quite well in listening, using the percusmost of their songs.
sion and vocal stylings of
The album Now and Again Africa. This style has gained
to this change include the is a voice rising from the si- populartty in modern music,
fact that Anton Fier pro- lence of pseudo-deep. sem.1- introduced to us particularly
duced this album and in- phylosophical music.
by David Byrne and The
stilled greater confidence in Grapes of Wrath walks a thin Talking Heads and also by
the band members. resulting line because they put into Paul Simon on his Graceland
in a more powerful perform- music emotions people are album.
ance. This album goes from afraid of.
Art of Noise's utilization of
Their album is something outside vocalists has proven
melancholy to rage with
you have to come out of successful both artisticly
cunning ease.
Now and Again contains hiding for and really open and commercially in such
twelve
songs
which your mind to.
previous endeavors such as
-Margaret Jennings "Paranoimia" with Max
strengthen not only musically. but lyrically as the
Headroom and a remake of
album progresses. The
the Prince song "Kiss" with
songs deal with universal
Tom Jones.
feelings of regret and guilt.
When first listening to the
In a market flooded with
album, one may experience
artists who bellow about the
both exrtreme curiousity and
pain of unrequited love.
yes, even trepidation due to
Grapes of Wrath is a welthe fact that you don't know
come change.
what is yet to come. The
They address a wide range
group does a good job with an
of emotions people experiunderlying theme on the
ence but are afraid to disalbum and still manages to
play.
give the songs individuality.
"Stay," "But I Guess We'll
Below the Waste is an
Never Know." 'The Most" and • Below the Waste
experimentation in texture,
"Hiding" deal with yearning, Artist: Art of Noise
with thesong"Yebo"beingan
regret, realization and recol- Producers: A Dudley • .T. upbeat African rythym,
lection, making the album a Hayton and J .J. Jeczalik
"Catwalk" utilizing a beat
verbalization of thoughts we Label: Polydor
that simulates the movethink, but never share,
ments of a feline and the
words we whisper, but never
11H 11S LATESf RELEASE,
songs "Promenade l" and
scream and pain we feel. but
Art of Noise pro- "Promenade 2" taking on an
deny.
vides an aural treat. ethereal waltz quality.
Denial is so evident in The group has guest perAfterwards, the lights had
today's society that it be- fom1ers Mahlathini and The dimmed and the album was
comes hard to distinguish Mahotella Queens on several over. this album impressed
fact from a front.
tracks, including "Yebo" and me with its versatility.
. Grapes of Wrath deal with "Chain Gang". This influthis subject quite well in ence makes for interesting
- Michelle Jones

Could it be because we
know that by the end of this
year we11 be back in U;te old
SWing of things? Maybe a
fresh start is better than no
start at all.
Take for instance that
obese retired opera singer.
She resolved to join a health
spa and lose 175 pounds.
Well, by the end of the year,
she had joined the spa but
had only gone three times.
She had also gained 50 more
pounds.
What about the guy who
had a nervous habit of smoking. He resolved to quit for
good. Well, he quit for two
weeks, then started again
only now he smokes up to six
packs a day. Some resolution!

Sure, the New Year brings

out the best intentions. We
share more, laugh more, give
more and accept less. But
don't get suckered into the
"niceness.. trap .
When the bad days begin
to roll around, and the New
Year Gaiety wears thin, well
that's when we start losin'
friends.
Most of us find ourselves
making the same resolutions
every year.
Too often we catch ourselves saying "'This is the year
and I'm gonna do it" but at
the end of every year it's "The
year just went by so fast."
Considering that resolu tions are not oaths or laws
and people have only themselves to enforce them, it's no
wonder that they are regarded as games.
So play the game by the
rules ... if you don't make
them, you can't break them.
~
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decoy, open frre on Kovic's
platoon.
Eve:ryone runs for cover in
mass hysteria, but Kovic gets
wounded and his battle days
are over.
Kovic's die hard attitude is
his own downfall. Doctors
told him he'd never walk
again but Kovic rejects this
painful fact. During a rehabilitation workout. he falls
and breaks his spine, causing even more damage to his
body.
Realizing he's stuck in a
wheelchair forever, Kovic
looks for quick answers to
lifelong problems. What
woman would love him? He
can't have kids, let alone any
type of sexual satisfaction.
Not only does he lose his
. ability to walk but also his
will to live.
He tries to leave the war
behind him by going to Mexico. but there is no escape.
Although Kovic finds some
pleasure in a small town that
caters to the needs of disabled vets. he lmows it's a
fantasy world. Kovic hates

:::;;:e

TANGO AND CASH
2

an

what the government did to
him but still loves his count:ry. It's this iove that leads
him back to America and
drives him to speak out
against the war.
Kovic used to despise protesters but now he's leading
the march- at the Republican Convention in Miami
Beach, 1972. The protest is
short-lived as they're stilled
by security but Kovic left his
mark. He opened the door for
America to look inside and
see the brutality and reality
of Vietnam.
Born on the Fourth of July
takes on the whole ball of
wax.
A Vietnam veteran confined to a wheelchair for life,
his physical and mental
problems of sulVival and
fighting for the dignity and
respect all veterans of eve:ry
war deserve seems hard to fit
in one movie. All this evolves
in two hours and twenty-five
minutes but surprisingly
flies by.
Oliver Stone's directing
style compliments the fine
screenplay he co-wrote with
Kovic. His usage of sound
and camera angles keeps·
Born standing tall.
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th~.if that wasn't enough.

camera,
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Tango has to put up with

comedic tension between the

80,000
people gave
·something
to the IRS
this year.
And they
can't wait
till next
year to give
· again.
They volunteered their
skills to people who
needed help doing their
taxes.
They weren't necessarily
accountants. They were
people, like you, who have
a basic aptitude for math
and a desire to help others.
You can help people
with what taxes them.
To find out about the
free IRS training program
call 1-800-424-1040.

that don't like each other.
Instead of trading punches.
they trade one-liners. Some
funny, some not. but always
delivered with a smile and
received with one.
Despite no stand-out
chase scenes, Tango and
Cashprovestohaveplentyor
action.
Throughout the film both
Tango and Cash are found in
an array of action scenes

~~=e~ t~t~fi 0 :1'e~~~
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For more details & an application, contact John at 275-2865.

Larry's Olde Fashion
Ice Cream and Yogurt
We are on both Gold Cards
featuring 96% fat free ice
cream and no fat yogurt.
·
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For those late night munchies ...
open until 12:00 Midnight
Fridays and Saturdays.
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Be sure to register for 2 free movie passe~ and 2
free sundaes to be given away every Monday.

275-8882

Volunteer now.
And you'll make

someone's taxes less
taxing later. ~_J

Located Next to UC6 in the
University Shoppes

•

START YOUR SPRING BREAK TAN NOW!

•

Wolff Sy tern Tanning at

tw~ut

that's aJl Tango and
Cash is: funny, even though
they're described as two cops

Put your name in the spotlight.
Join the Confetti Crew
and get your name in lights.
We are looking for a few good
music critics, movie reveiwers,
feature interviewers and
funky columnists.
Sign up now!

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
The Central
Florida Future
is Searching for 0
f
d
ew goo
photograpers to
cover campus,
community and
sporting events.
For more
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Where The Sun Always Shines!
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Buy 5 v1· s1· ts :
Get 5 Free! II
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$29 95
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s·1gn up a rnend
· and get 2

I

visits free!
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II Tower Place, 10376 E. Colonial Dr., 282-6042

Russell.
fy1on .-Fri. 8:30 a.m. · 9:00 p.m.,
Even the climax offers a
275-2865.
9.[JULS 'BYJOY'CE M{'lJ cYJf..TJlIJll
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.Sun. Noon - 6:00 p.m.
newtwistwiththetwonding -~=================:!..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
in an unstoppable recreation

•

vehicl~.

It's a given most copbuddy films stretch the
boundaries of reality. But
Tango and Cash give a new
meaning to the word resil.iency.
Totally
unbelievable
scenes run ragged from start
to finish but somehow Stallone and Russell pull it off
and make the fihn enjoyable
to watch.
And it's no surprtse Stallone ends up with an uzi in
his hand at some point during the film.
But, he shows his growth
as an actor by taking pot
shots at his John Rambo
character.
What makes Tango and
Cash work is it's pace. From
the minute Tango and Cash
get arrested to the time they
go to jail is approximately five
minutes.
Although a bit rushed, the
film never tires. Taken for
what the film is. it is a,musing.

COME PARTY AT

Tuesday 8-11 pm Nickel Bud Draft
Wednesday 8-11pm $5.00, All Draft
&Well Drinks Free
&$1.00 Off Call Brands
Thursday 9-2am $1.00 Margaritas
and $1.00 Shooter Specials
Saturday 9-2am Long Island Ice Tea $2.00
Live Entertainment Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, No Cover
Happy Hour Monday-Friday 4-7pm
Saturday & Sunday 11 am-7pm

BOOMER S is located in the University St1oppes
Plaza at the comer of Al~faya & University Blvd.,
next to UC6 Cinemas ·-

(407)282-24 76
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